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Samanvai Art Gallery 

"Art for Art's Sake"

If you are a connoisseur of art and happen to be in Jaipur, then Samanvai

Art Gallery is the place to be. Opened in the year 2003, the gallery has a

wide collection of contemporary Indian paintings and sculptures. It is a

lucrative platform for myriad renowned and promising artists from across

the country. The gallery is bustling with activities throughout the year

such as workshops, exhibitions, group and solo shows. Visit website for

more information.

 +91 141 511 4400  www.samanvaiart.com/  info@samanvaiart.com  M. I. Road, Ganpati Plaza, III

Floor, 351, Jaipur

 by CarlottaSilvestrini   

Kalaneri Art Gallery 

"Urban Art Gallery"

The Kalaneri Art Gallery which was started in 2009 is a spacious property

with two closed galleries and one open-air gallery. It caters to Modern and

Contemporary artists in and outside Rajasthan. This art gallery has been a

part of the Forhex Fair 2010 & 2013 and Indian Art Festival, Mumbai 2011,

12 & 13. Kalaneri has had the privilege of being awarded the Rashtriya

Udyog Ratna Award 2013-15 and Quality Brands India Award 2013-17.

 +91 9887164333  contact.kalaneri@gmail.com  SB-1 Jawaharlal Nehru Marg, The

Royal's, Opp. OTS, Bajaj Nagar, Jaipur

 by Hans   

Juneja Art Gallery 

"Contemporary Art Treat"

Gallery Artchill was started in 1994 and its previous name was Juneja Art

Gallery. This gallery is situated inside the inside the Amber Fort of Jaipur

and is a well-renowned Modern and Contemporary art gallery. In the past

20 years this gallery sponsored 120 Art shows and has exhibited Indian

art at many international events. This gallery is the official cultural partner

of the Hotel Le Meridien, Jaipur.It has opened up three new branches in

Jaipur with a total art space of 8000.square feet (743 square meters).

 +91 141 253 0015  www.artchill.com/  sangeetajuneja@hotmail.c

om

 Off Amer Road, Amber

Palace, Jaipur

 by BazaNews   

Gyan Gallery 

"Personal Memoirs"

Gyan Gallery was built to honor the late Shri Gyan Chand Dhaddha. All the

priceless objects that one sees are collected by Gyan Chand Dhaddha

himself. Items like Mughal rugs that showcase an entire hunting scene,

gemstones, silver hukkas, paintings of 19th century and older and very

rare inscriptions all can be found in this gallery. One can also get a

glimpse of his personal belongings in this very gallery.

 +91 141 510 2401  gyangallery.com/  info@gyangallery.com  G-1/21-23 Tonk Road, Gem

and Jewellery Zone, EPIP,
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Nidhi Art Gallery 

"Indian Contemporary Art"

Established in 2003 by artist Nidhi Bandil Agarwal, Nidhi Art Gallery

showcases the works of a number of established as well as emerging

Indian artists. With an impressive array of abstract, semi-abstract, surreal,

figurative, landscapes, portraits, graphic and historical art available in all

medium, surface and sizes, Nidhi Art Gallery caters to every artist and

every art lover. The gallery holds regular shows and exhibitions to display

artists' work. For more details on the artists and the art available for

purchase, do visit the site.

 +91 9314874352  www.nidhiartgallery.com  nidhibandilagarwal@gmail.

com

 Tonk Road, 15, Shatabdi

Nagar, Opp E.P.I.P Gate,

Jaipur
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